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The Big Picture On Behavioral Health 
EHR Implementations

The Good 

• There is consensus among 

behavioral health providers 

that implementation of an 

electronic health record 

(EHR) system brings value 

when things go right

• The majority of providers 

report implementing an EHR 

in 6-12 months

The Bad 

• Challenges include lack of 

involvement from executive 

leadership, staff engagement, 

poor planning and project 

management, and failure to 

identify and fully implement 

the key components of the 

EHR system

The Ugly 

• 10% reporting 

implementations of two years 

or longer!



2016 Survey Results On 
Behavioral Health EHR 
Implementations
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2016 Behavioral Health EHR Survey

A 2016 survey of behavioral health organizations was conducted to study their 

experiences in implementing an EHR system. This survey identified areas 

where typical EHR implementations fall short and the greatest challenges 

organizations face during their EHR implementation process. 

The survey distributed via e-mail to over 5,000 behavioral health organizations 

over the course of three months on three separate dates. One follow-up call 

was conducted for each unique contact for all organizations solicited.

There was a 13% completion rate.
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Key Findings

1
• 80% of the providers surveyed have purchased an EHR

2

• 69% of providers with an EHR define their EHR as fully implemented, with most 

having implemented their system in 6-12 months

3

• 25% of those with incomplete implementation attribute the delay due to the 

EHR vendor, and 30% report that it was a combination of delays from the 

vendor and their own organization

4

• When implementation was not fully complete, the scheduling and billing

modules were the major functionalities reported as being fully implemented 

with the clinical and reporting modules incomplete
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69%

25%

6% Fully implemented

Partially implemented

Not yet implemented

69% Of Providers Report Their EHR Is 
Fully Implemented
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32%

2%

25%

41%
Too expensive

Limited Time

No Need

Other

Top Reasons Organizations Have Not 
Purchased An EHR
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80% of behavioral health 

organizations have purchased an 

EHR system already

• Of those who have not, 63% give the 

reasons as either that EHR systems are 

seen as too expensive or not needed

There is considerable variance in 

implementation timelines with 

the largest group (35%) 

implementing in 6-12 months 

• More than one out of ten providers 

(12%) reported implementations of two 

years or longer 

Overall EHR Implementation & Timelines

Keep in mind when looking at the data that respondents are describing 

based on their own definitions of the implementation completion and 

whether or not they consider the EHR to be “fully implemented.” The 

data about core functionality that follows illustrates a slightly different 

picture.
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27%

35%

19%

7%

12%

0-6 months

6-12 months

12-18 months

18-24 months

24+ months

The Time It Took To Fully Implement The 
EHR (From Contract Execution To Go Live) 
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EHR Implementation Delay Factors

The fact that more than half of providers attribute the delays 

partially or fully due to problems on the EHR vendor side highlights 

the need to choose the right EHR vendor partner, and 

the importance of thorough research of EHR vendors’ experience and 

success in doing implementations.

• Twenty-five percent (25%) of providers 

report the delays as being due to the EHR 

vendor, with another 25% attributing it to 

their own internal challenges. 

• Additionally one out of five providers 

reported that the delay was due to other 

agency initiatives taking priority over the 

EHR implementation project itself.

25%
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25%

25%

30%

20%

Delays from our internal

organization

Delay from our EHR vendor

Both delays from our internal

organization and from our EHR

vendor

Other agency initiatives have

taken priority

Top Reasons Organizations Report Their EHR Is 
Not Fully Implemented
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The Four Core EHR Functionalities

Clinical Scheduling

Billing Reporting
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Core EHR Functionality Not Fully Implemented

Note that this finding differs from the previous finding where 69% reported 

that their EHR system was fully functional.

In the survey, the four core 

functionalities of an EHR 

system were defined as 

clinical, scheduling, billing, 

and reporting — all of which 

are necessary to remain 

competitive in the changing 

health and human services 

landscape. 

Yet, only 31% of providers 

indicated that all four of the 

critical areas of functionality 

were fully implemented.
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Core EHR Functionality Not Fully Implemented

Scheduling and billing 

functionality have been 

prioritized or more 

successfully implemented by 

providers

While the critical 

functionality of management 

reporting is only reported as 

fully functional in just over 

one out of five providers. 

More than a quarter of 

providers reported that one 

or more of these core 

functional areas is planned 

for implementation, but not 

completed yet. 

• Scheduling

• Billing

• Management 

Reporting
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Core EHR 

Functionality 

Implemented

Fully 

Implemented

Partially 

Implemented

Planned, but 

not 

implemented

Not planned, 

but wanted

Clinical 32% 41% 25% 2%

Scheduling 37% 25% 31% 7%

Billing 34% 29% 31% 6%

Reporting 21% 48% 26% 5%

Core Functionality Implementation



Key Elements Of An 
EHR Implementation
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I. Routine 

Elements

• #1 Vendor 

training and 

implementation

• #2 Hardware

• #3 Data 

conversion

• #4 Mobile 

system use

II. Complex 
Elements

• #5 Workflows

• #6 Clinical 

content

• #7 System set-

up

• #8 Billing testing

• #9 Reports

• #10 Interfaces

• #11 Meaningful 

use

III. System 

Freeze & 

Final 

Preparation

• #12 Final 

workflow testing

• #13 Training 

materials and 

execution

• #14 Final go-live 

preparation

IV. Expanding & 

Leveraging The 

EHR 

Implementation

• #15 Implementing 

more features

• #16 Leveraging data 

through business 

intelligence

• #17 Additional clinical 

and analytic use

EHR Implementation
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I. Routine Elements

• #1 Vendor training 

and implementation

• #2 Hardware

• #3 Data conversion

• #4 Mobile system use

EHR Implementation
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#1 Vendor Training & Implementation Days

The number of training and 

implementation support days and 

the vendor’s approach vary 

significantly from vendor to vendor

This includes all of the training and support from you vendor partner - these items 

are often included in the vendor’s standard project management template
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#2 Hardware & Infrastructure Changes

This is for all tasks related to 

making sure that our 

hardware and infrastructure 

is configured correctly and 

works for implementing the 

new system

Also includes making all 

required hardware and 

software purchases
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#2 Hardware & Infrastructure Changes Checklist

• File servers and related infrastructure

• Connectivity and internet access

• Wireless cards or mobile hotspots

• Laptops and other portable devices

• Signature pads

• High-speed scanners

• Portable printers

• Kiosks

• Other?
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#3 Data Conversion

Key decisions:

• What data elements to convert from the 

old system to the new one

• Which consumers to include in the data 

conversion

This is for all tasks related to planning and executing a conversion of data from 

the old software package to the new one
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#4 Mobile System Use Planning

Vendors may offer connected and/or 

disconnected mobile EHR solutions, each of 

which should be tested thoroughly, using all 

related equipment (such as signature pads, 

portable printers and scanners, etc.)

This is for testing and planning the use of the EHR in community or home-based 

settings
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II. Complex 

Elements

• #5 Workflows

• #6 Clinical content

• #7 System set-up

• #8 Billing testing

• #9 Reports

• #10 Interfaces

• #11 Meaningful use

EHR Implementation
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#5 Workflow Process Mapping

This is for all tasks related to 

doing the workflow reviews 

and documentation (typically 

with VISEO software), 

identifying opportunities for 

improvement, and modifying 

them to represent how things 

will work in the new system
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Purpose Of Mapping Clinical & Administrative 
Workflow Processes

To record all key tasks, steps, and decision points in current workflow processes

To understand what staff positions are used for each task or step

To understand the consumer’s experience in the clinical workflow processes 

– the interfaces with staff and ease in moving through the system of care

To identify differences in workflows for similar clinical programs or administrative 

processes
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Purpose Of Workflow Mapping

To identify opportunities to enhance and standardize 

workflows – to improve the experience of consumers, to 

increase efficiencies, and to adopt both clinical and 

administrative best practices

To identify all health record data (paper or electronic 

forms) for decision-making about content, 

standardization, and other changes before setting up the 

new EHR

To eventually modify the workflows and data and health 

record collection and map the “new” workflows as they 

will exist when the new EHR is fully implemented, 

including all changes in processes and EHR content
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#5 Workflow Process Mapping

Create a list of key clinical 

programs as the starting 

point to identify the 

number of workflows that 

need to be documented 

and analyzed

Track clinical workflows in 

three phases: 

• Phase One: Referral & Access To 

Care

• Phase Two: Routine Care

• Phase Three: Discharge & Transfer

Create a task for additional 

workflows (this may 

include administrative 

areas like reporting critical 

incidents or specific areas 

of program workflows, 

such as prescribers seeing 

patients in an outpatient 

mental health clinic)
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Medicaid eligibility has 

been verified and 

referral packet is 

complete.

Identify a provider match. 

The provider match consists 

of personalities, intervention 

techniques, schedules, etc -

based on the client’s need.

Call parents/referral source/school, 

etc to inform them that a referral 

was received and ask if they are 

still interested in services.

NO

YES

Refer back to  

referral 

source
Schedule a BMS 

admission teaming 

(all team members 

present)

At the BMS admission 

meeting complete the 

BMS admission team 

meeting, BMS Ct 

orientation, and get 

information for functional 

behavioral assessment. 

Send to Director and 

Clinical Supervisor for 

approval

Within 14 days of 

admission 

complete the FBA 

and 

Comprehensive 

Service plan. Send 

both to director 

and clinical 

supervisor for 

approval.

Immediately 

complete BMS 

assignment sheet 

and give a copy to 

the BMS provider.

Immediately 

complete 

admission 

notification form 

and send to 

enrollment.

Give a copy of the 

approved service 

plan to the BMS 

provider and 

applicable parties. 

Have team sign 

comprehensive 

sign in sheet.

Within 30 days of 

the comprehensive 

service plan 

schedule and 

conduct monthly 

review with all 

team members at 

the location of 

service. 

Monthly reviews 

need to take place 

every month 

within 30 days of 

the prior review. 

These must be 

sent to the 

director and 

clinical supervisor 

for approval.

Every 90 days 

(after 3 monthly 

reviews) update 

the service plan. 

This must be sent 

to the director 

and clinical 

supervisor for 

approval.

Every 90 days 

update CAFAS and 

PCP notification. 

PCP notifications 

sent to PCP via 

fax/mail/hand 

deliver.

Within 10 days of 

admission 

complete CAFAS.

Update Releases of 

information every 6 

months (180 days). Mail or 

fax to collaborating 

entities related to the 

releases.

The assignment sheet is 

updated anytime there is 

a change in provider, 

scheduled hours, location, 

emergency info, etc.

Updated every 

year are  the FBA, 

EPSDT, SED 

documentation.

Discharges should 

all be planned and 

a team decision.

Discharge CAFAS; 

Discharge PCP 

notification, 

Discharge team 

mtg, discharge 

summary, 

discharge 

notification.

BMS providers write progress notes every day that 

they are with a client. These notes are to be 

submitted no later thanMonday at 9:00am.

Other BMS documents due by the provider:

Behavioral maps (due by the 20th of every month)

Behavioral Observations (one weekly)

Skillstreaming Sheets (one weekly)

School cards (one weekly if school based)

Time sheets (one weekly)
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#6 Clinical Form Content Decisions

Vendors typically have 

form libraries and/or allow 

customers to share forms

This includes all tasks that revolve around reviewing clinical forms that will 

be part of the EHR, the technical design and review, and system set-up
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#6 Clinical Form Development

• Initial form review and approval 

of content 

• Technical form design or 

modification 

• Form review and feedback for 

changes

• Final form sign-off, completion, 

and hanging in the system

For each new form
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#7 System Table & Structure Set-Up

This is for all system set-up tasks - it is usually very comprehensive 

and ultimately affects how the overall system and reporting works 

• Cost center, programs, locations

• Service codes and payers

• Other key system table files
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#8 Billing Set-Up & Testing

This is for all tasks to set 

up billing in the new 

system as well as for 

thorough testing to 

ensure it works correctly
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#8 Billing Set-Up & Testing Tasks

1
• Develop a task for all set-up items for the billing system

2
• Develop a full testing plan to confirm that the system creates a correct bill for all services and all 

payers

3
• Conduct the testing plan

4
• Correct any errors and re-test necessary items

5
• Do an electronic billing test for all payers that accept electronic claims (set these up as separate 

tasks) 

6

• If possible, do an electronic remittance test - in order to do this, you may need to duplicate a 

REAL billing run from the old system in the new system so that you can load the electronic 

remittance for testing in the new system

7
• Develop detailed instructions for billing and accounts receivable staff on using the new system, 

including a schedule of daily, weekly, and monthly activities
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#9 Report Needs Assessment & Development

• Initial report specifications for the programmer 

• Report development 

• Review, feedback, and revisions 

• Queries, sorts, defaults defined 

• Reports hung in system

Key tasks for each new report or report modification: 

This is for all tasks for report development for the programs being implemented
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State Reporting & Other Required Or 
Compliance Reporting

Most often, this is monthly 

reporting of consumer 

demographic, service delivery, and 

outcome data

In some instances the data is 

cumulative (such as fiscal year-to-

date data which can complicate data 

conversion and go-live planning)
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#10 Software Interface Needs Assessment & 
Development

For each interface, create four 

tasks 

• Planning the interface

• Developing the interface  

• Testing the interface 

• Planning the implementation of the 

interface

This is for all tasks related to identifying all interfaces that need to be built for 

the new software application as well as the detailed plans for developing and 

testing the interfaces
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Typical Interfaces Or Data Exchanges

GL / Accounting 

software 

applications

Payroll 

applications
HR applications

CRM 

applications

Laboratories 

and pharmacies

State, county, or 

other systems

Other payers Other providers
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#11 Meaningful Use Registration & 
Implementation

This is for all tasks related to 

implementing meaningful 

use requirements as well as 

obtaining meaningful use 

federal dollars under the 

incentive program
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III. System Freeze & 

Final Preparation

• #12 Final workflow 

testing

• #13 Training materials 

and execution

• #14 Final go-live 

preparation

EHR Implementation
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#12 Final Workflow Testing

You can’t finalize the workflows 

and develop training materials 

until the entire system is set-up!

Once the entire system has been set-up, it must be “frozen” so that the final 

workflow testing can be completed
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#13 End User Training Material Development & 
Plan

• Define training groups, anticipated 

number of attendees for each group, 

and list of key things to train each group

• Develop model for handling all training 

logistics

• Develop training material development 

plan 

Key tasks include:

This is for all tasks related to developing best-practice training materials and 

executing the training plan for end users prior to go-live for each program
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#14 Go-Live Planning

• Final data conversion and possible duplicate 

new client entry for a short period of time

• Identifying all post-data conversion data entry 

that needs to occur and developing a plan for 

execution (e.g. caseloads, appointments, 

updated diagnoses, medication information, 

etc.)

• Planning the roll-out of treatment plan data 

entry into the new EHR

• On-site staff support for go-live date

Typically, they include:

This is for all remaining tasks related to preparing for the final go-live
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IV. Expanding & 

Leveraging The EHR 

Implementation

• #15 Implementing more 

features

• #16 Leveraging data 

through business 

intelligence tools

• #17 Additional clinical and 

analytic use

EHR Implementation
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I. Routine 

Elements

• #1 Vendor 

training and 

implementation

• #2 Hardware

• #3 Data 

conversion

• #4 Mobile 

system use

II. Complex 
Elements

• #5 Workflows

• #6 Clinical 

content

• #7 System set-

up

• #8 Billing testing

• #9 Reports

• #10 Interfaces

• #11 Meaningful 

use

III. System 

Freeze & 

Final 

Preparation

• #12 Final 

workflow testing

• #13 Training 

materials and 

execution

• #14 Final go-live 

preparation

IV. Expanding & 

Leveraging The 

EHR 

Implementation

• #15 Implementing 

more features

• #16 Leveraging data 

through business 

intelligence

• #17 Additional clinical 

and analytic use

EHR Implementation
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Drivers of Implementation 
Success and Failure based 
on Study and Practice.

Matthew M. Dorman, CEO
Credible Behavioral Health, Inc.
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Matthew M. Dorman, CEO Credible

• 300+ Partners Agencies

• 280+ Implementations Live

• Basement to 150+ staff in 9 states

• $3,000,000,000 Annual Billing 

• “Dark Side” (Investment Banking)

• Fortune 500 Alumni

• Second of Three National Bcare EHR companies

• Bootstrapped 15 years, $30M Goldman investment

• Former Board Member, MD PRP

• MBA Finance - UMD; BA PoliSci - Univ. of DE 

• Focus, Persistence, “Unreasonableness”
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Matthew M. Dorman, CEO Credible

• 300+ Partners Agencies

• 285+ Implementations Live
• Basement to 150+ staff in 9 states

• $3,000,000,000 Annual Billing 

• “Dark Side” (Investment Banking)

• Fortune 500 Alumni

• Second of Three National Bcare EHR companies

• Bootstrapped 15 years, $30M Goldman investment

• Former Board Member, MD PRP

• MBA Finance - UMD; BA PoliSci - Univ. of DE 

• Focus, Persistence, “Unreasonableness”
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Implementation: Experience Matters
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Implementation Success & Failure
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Agenda

1. Implementation Terms
2. Basic Implementation Strategies
3. Experience aka Track Record: 

Yours and Vendor
4. What your vendor doesn’t want 

you to know about 
Implementation.
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Implementation Terms

1. “Going Live”
2. Data Conversion
3. Project Team
4. Work Flow Analysis
5. SaaS/Client Server/Hosted
6. Bandwidth
7. Service/Surveys
8. Milestones
9. IT v Clinical v Financial Driven Project
10. Management Involvement
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Implementation Strategies
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1. Most Prevalent
• Custom – “Agency is Always Right”
• Professional Services
• Time & Materials

2. Most Scalable
• Pre-set
• Uniform
• Online tracking
• Transparency
• Clear road map

Implementation Strategies
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Track Record & Experience

Confidential & Proprietary
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Experienced Gardener?

Confidential & Proprietary



Partner (Agency) Bandwidth
Hi

Lo Hi
Role & Agency Knowledge
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Track Record & Experience

Confidential & Proprietary

Agency Strengths
1. Clinical Knowledge
2. Key Drivers
3. Billing
4. More staff (?)
5. Agency Knowledge
6. Influence 

Management

Vendor Strengths
1. Software Knowledge
2. Industry Key Drivers
3. Billing (?)
4. Focused staff (?)
5. Clinical Knowledge
6. Implementation 

Experience
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Track Record & Experience

Confidential & Proprietary

Agency Strengths
1. Clinical Knowledge
2. Key Drivers
3. Billing
4. More staff (?)
5. Agency Knowledge
6. Influence 

Management

Vendor Strengths

1. Software Knowledge
2. Industry Key Drivers
3. Billing (?)

4. Focused staff (?)
5. Clinical Knowledge

6. Implementation 
Experience

Failed and Successful GoLives
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What Your 
Vendor May 
Not Want You 
To Know.
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Keys to the Castle

1. Annual GoLives last 24 months
2. Implementation Staff v Total
3. Staff Bandwidth/Capacity 
4. Last 12-18 months Sales
5. Implementation Durations
6. Billing Capacity

• US 
• Your State
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Keys to the Castle 

7. State & Custom Reporting
8. State Presence

• Brand
• Expertise
• Experience
• Economies of scale

9. Financial Stability v Size
10. Revenue model

• ReRev v big hit
11. Failures and Effect
12. _______________
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Keys to the Castle

1. State & Custom Reporting
2. State Presence

• Brand
• Expertise
• Experience
• Economies of scale

3. Financial Stability v Size
4. Revenue model

• ReRev v big hit
5. Failures and Effect

6. Vendor Plan & Strategy
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Plans Matter
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Questions?



Seven Steps To Effective 
EHR Implementation
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1.
• Identify the objectives of implementing an EHR & selecting the right vendor

2.
• Establish a steering committee and well-rounded implementation team

3.
• Assess the organization’s current operations, workflow, and clinical documentation

4.
• Complete system installation, configuration, and thorough testing

5.
• Develop training materials and conduct staff training

6.
• System go-live

7.
• Evaluate system performance and leverage the EHR’s capabilities over time

Seven Steps To Effective EHR Implementation
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Lessons Learned

When implementing an EHR, keep in mind you don’t just 

need a good software product.  You need a vendor 

relationship that support you in being successful.

It is critical to define what a full implementation of the 

EHR will mean for your organization so that you can 

ensure the functionality and benefits are achieved.

EHR implementations require heavy duty project 

management skills – to keep all aspects of the project on-

time and on budget.

Staff engagement, from leadership to line staff, is critical 

for success.



Questions & Discussion
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